Specialty Vehicles

How Infor CPQ helps specialty
vehicle companies meet
customization demands
The good news for specialty vehicle manufacturers,
distributors, and dealers like you is that the demand for
made-to-order vehicles has been steadily increasing.
The bad news is that with this upswing in demand,
customers are seeking a wider range of
customizations than ever before. Not only does this
make it increasingly challenging for you to meet your
customers’ precise needs and exact specifications, it
also puts greater pressure on your business systems
to keep track of such a vast array of configuration
options and makes it more difficult to maintain profit
margins. But with a robust configure-price-quote (CPQ)
solution, you can offer configuration options that your
competition can’t. You’ll be able to build stronger
relationships with your customers and win
more business.

How Infor solutions can help
With the image-driven, easy-to-use Infor Configure
Price Quote (CPQ), you can offer a buying experience
to your customers that’s fast, visual, and accurate.
Infor® CPQ gives you the processes, rules, constraints,
and associated data to meet your specific needs. You’ll
have the power to create comprehensive product
models that make selection and configuration of the
most complex vehicles intuitive and error-free.

And since you can easily integrate Infor CPQ with
your CRM, ERP, and CAD applications, you can
capture all the knowledge about your customizable
vehicles once, and share with everyone who needs
it—anytime, anywhere.
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With Infor CPQ, you get tools that help you:
■

■

■

Offer step-by-step consultation—With a guided
quoting process, you can offer dealer-added
options in a clear and simple way in direct
consultation with the customer. Sales
representatives and customers can both see
relevant technical specifications of selections, such
as seating choices, engine types, and other
options—precisely when they are needed. You’ll
be able to quickly and efficiently capture and
validate exactly what the customer wants. And with
a rules-based configuration engine, you can
ensure that you assemble only valid configurations.
Provide a greater range of choices—A robust
CPQ solution that supports all the different
component types and configuration variables on
the back-end allows you to support a wider variety
of choices on the front-end. For instance, a Nordic
bus company needs different types of tires and
transmissions to deal with different weather
challenges among its customer base. A tractor
company might want a different tractor
configuration for clay vs. mud. With Infor CPQ, you
can organize and save core configurations for
vehicles like these, as well as fire engines and
ambulances. This means that you can use previous
orders as a starting point, eliminating the need to
start complex vehicle orders from scratch.
Provide better vehicle visualization—Because
you’ll be able to dynamically generate and show
customers 2D and 3D product representations of
the vehicles they’ve specified, you’ll increase the
likelihood that customers will buy. When buyers
can compare pictures, the process of evaluating
options becomes much simpler.
A trailer buyer, for instance, can see all dimensions
clearly labeled, so that they know that their
requirements have been captured. A fire chief can
share a 3D model with municipality clients to win
support for allocation of public funds. An engineer
can dynamically generate 3D CAD models to walk
a buyer through the differences in a product family.
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■

■

■

■

Generate automated documentation—
Streamline the sales and manufacturing processes
by generating compelling quotes, accurate orders,
and complete BOMs and routings—all
personalized to customer and company needs. If a
municipality orders a varied fleet of complex
vehicles, it receives accurate, detailed documents
immediately for simpler processing by an
already-lean department. You’ll also be able to
significantly reduce the number of bills of materials
(BOMs) to just a few.
Simplify training, administration, and security—
Minimize training with an intuitive user experience
that helps guide sales representatives,
step-by-step, through best-practice approaches.
Simplify administration by being able to make
changes to the configurator without IT help and
being able to set security by using rolebased access.
Simplify processes and improve visibility with
ERP integration—Transform the workflow of your
entire business when you integrate Infor CPQ with
your ERP system. You can also simplify order entry,
accuracy, and billing—while accelerating support
and service. In addition, you can reduce manual
administrative work because you’ll have complete
visibility into all vehicle options, up-to-the-minute
cost and availability data, and detailed
customer information.
Reduce materials shortages—By integrating
Infor CPQ with your ERP system, you also gain the
ability to pass open quotes to your demand
planning software. By being able to consume
open quotes, in addition to placed orders, you’ll
get a more accurate picture of actual demand. As a
result, your material planning execution will
more closely match actual demand, and you’ll be
able to reduce the likelihood that you’ll experience
materials shortages—which could otherwise
adversely impact delivery times and production
costs.
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■

Better navigate material price volatility—With
the powerful, rules-based, Infor Product
Configurator, you’ll be better equipped to deal
with the price volatility of materials. You can
capture multiple supplier price books in the Infor
Sales Portal, which helps ensure that your pricing
is fast, flexible, and accurate. With guided selling
through Infor CPQ, you can also easily swap out
materials for less expensive alternatives.

With Infor CPQ, you can offer
your customers viable
configuration options, speed up
fulfillment, and make sure you
get orders right the first time.

How you benefit
By simplifying the customization process with Infor
Configure Price Quote, you can better meet your
customers’ changing needs and offer a strong
competitive advantage. Not only can you give your
customers increased ownership in the vehicle
design process, you’ll also be able to let your
salespeople respond to bids faster and focus more
on relationships and problem solving. You can even
showcase innovations more quickly by highlighting
new features to customers. With Infor CPQ, you’ll be
able to improve your brand’s reputation, speed up
fulfillment, and get orders right the first time.

Learn more about Infor solutions
for specialty vehicle companies ›
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